STAGE 1
Install ramp profile edgings at the 4 corners of the proposed table (6 ramp units on a T-junction table) in accordance with Drg No SD/77/19

The ramp profile is a standard edging cut and installed as shown on Drg No SD/77/19

SECTION

Width of table excluding ramps
800
75 or as otherwise stated
Top of existing kerb

Existing road surface

PLAN

Existing kerb
Ramp Profile Edgings
Existing kerb

STAGE 2
Cut chases 500mm wide 50mm deep across the carriageway as shown (see Note 3 regarding temporary ramping)

SECTION

Top of existing kerb

STAGE 3
Lay first layer of asphalt 40mm thick

SECTION

Top of existing kerb

STAGE 4
Lay the second layer of asphalt and form ramps. On cambered roads, a temporary steel shoe as per Drg No SD/77/18 should be placed on the crown of the road to ensure the gradient is maintained across the width of the road. The temporary shoes should be removed when one half of the road has been rolled.

SECTION

Top of existing kerb